
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As detailed in "Propaganda and Censorship Dominate the Information War," we now have proof, courtesy of the

Twitter Files, that the U.S. Department of Homeland Security's (DHS) Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security

Agency (CISA) partnered with a censorship consortium called the Election Integrity Partnership (EIP) to censor

Americans.

In an Atlantic Council interview, EIP head Alex Stamos also admitted that the partnership between the EIP and the

DHS was set up to outsource censorship that the government could not do due to "lack of legal authorization."

Stamos, a former chief of security at Facebook, is also director of the Stanford Internet Observatory — one of the

four organizations that make up the EIP — and is a partner in the cyber consulting Lrm Krebs Stamos Group

together with former CISA director Chris Krebs.

Virality Project Is EIP Rebranded

During the 2020 election cycle, the EIP and CISA worked with the State Department's Global Engagement Center

(GEC) and the DHS-backed Elections Infrastructure Information Sharing and Analysis Center (ISAC) to police

political wrongthink on social media. The EIP coordinated the take-down of undesirable content using a real-time

chat app that the DHS, EIP and social media companies all share.

In February 2021, the EIP rebranded itself as the Virality Project, and went on to censor COVID-19 narratives on

behalf of the government in the same way the EIP censored election narratives on behalf of the political Left.

How the Virality Project Threatens Our Freedom

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked  March 29, 2023

We now have proof that the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) partnered with

a censorship consortium called the Election Integrity Partnership (EIP) to illegally censor Americans



During the 2020 election cycle, the EIP and CISA worked with the State Department’s Global Engagement Center (GEC) and the DHS-backed

Elections Infrastructure Information Sharing and Analysis Center (ISAC) to police political wrongthink on social media



In February 2021, the EIP rebranded itself as the Virality Project, and went on to censor COVID-19 narratives on behalf of the government, even

when they knew it was true



The Virality Project targeted Lrst-hand accounts of COVID jab injuries to prevent vaccine hesitancy, and posts that expressed fears about vaccine

passports because being against vaccine passports was a “gateway to being anti-vax.” They also censored jokes and satirical memes on the basis

that they might “exacerbate distrust” in public health o_cials, and made asking questions a punishable event because questioning is “commonly

used by spreaders of misinformation”



As bad as things are, they’re about to get a whole lot worse unless Congress puts a stop to it. In the last three years, the U.S. government has

granted more than 500 contracts and/or grants aimed at tackling “misinformation”



The Department of Defense is also focused on research involving AI and tech that can monitor internet conversations and deploy countermeasures

before wrongthink goes viral. Congress must defund all of these programs, as well as any agency department or team involved in censoring

Americans
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According to independent journalist Matt Taibbi, the Virality Project was essentially a dry run for President Biden's

federal Disinformation Governance Board.  In fact, the Virality Project proposed a federal "Misinformation and

Disinformation Center of Excellence" just one day before President Biden announced the plan for this Orwellian

outLt.

Public backlash forced Biden to reconsider, but all that means is that the government chose not to make its

unconstitutional censoring of Americans o_cial policy. They're still doing it through partnerships with the

EIP/Virality Project and other third parties.

Virality Project Censored Truth

In a March 20, 2023, report (video above), The Hill host Robby Soave detailed the goals of the Virality Project,

which "above all else were to protect the perceived integrity of the federal health bureaucracy, vaccine

manufacturers and government vaccine policymakers, and to advance mainstream establishment narratives and

interests in general."

As noted by Soave, the Virality Project frequently pressured social media companies to censor COVID-19-related

information and/or label it as "misinformation" — even if the information was true.

"This coalition, which was working with government agencies, NGO's and the social media companies

themselves, took the position that even true information could count as dangerous misinformation if its

effect was to encourage a policy that clashed with the expert consensus …

If we still value the First Amendment, we must resist these pernicious calls for censorship. A call that is

coming from a sordid coalition of 'truth czars' and ideological activists masquerading as fact checkers,"

Soave says.

The mere possibility of causing "vaccine skepticism" or "vaccine hesitancy" was enough of a justiLcation to censor

information about the deadly COVID shots, for example, even though the information was truthful and required in

order to make an informed decision.

This even included true Lrst-hand accounts of serious COVID jab injuries, which could have saved lives had they

been allowed to be shared. As noted by Andrew Lowenthal, co-founder of EngageMedia and author at Brownstone

Institute:

"Rather than listening out for safety signals to protect the public, leaders in the 'anti-disinformation' Ield

ran cover to protect Big Pharma, smearing and censoring critics.

The moral depravity is astounding and quite possibly criminal … [In] suppressing 'stories of true vaccine

side effects' the Virality Project put people in danger. Rather than keeping people safe they exposed us to

the depredations of Big Pharma."

Wartime Logic

Best-selling author John Leake  also commented on the Virality Project's censoring of truthful information,

saying:

"This reminded me of our recent trip to Australia in which we learned the Australian Therapeutic Goods

Administration (TGA) led by Dr. John Skerritt, MD, PhD, made the decision to suppress accurate reports of

vaccine-induced myocarditis in young people because such reports could cause 'vaccine hesitancy.'

As these policymakers and regulators see it, the incidence of grave and fatal side effects are suVciently
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rare to warrant censoring ANY reporting of them, as such reporting could cause the greater harm of

'vaccine hesitancy.'

By their calculus, severe injuries and deaths caused by COVID-19 vaccines are the price we as a society

must pay for the purportedly greater number of lives saved by the vaccines.

Never in the history of medicine has this calculus been used to evaluate the beneIt of a medical product.

Only in a military context — that is, commanders in the Ield must accept a certain number of casualties in

order to achieve the greater beneIt of vanquishing the enemy — has this logic been applied."

No Concerns, Jokes or Questions Allowed

The Virality Project also targeted posts that expressed fears about vaccine passports — because being against

vaccine passports was a "gateway to being anti-vax" — and censored jokes and satirical memes on the basis that

they might "exacerbate distrust" in those targeted as the butt of the joke.

Dr. Anthony Fauci is one example of a public health o_cial whose reputation was protected in this way. They even

made asking questions a punishable event, because asking questions is a tactic "commonly used by spreaders of

misinformation."

Have You Heard of Pre-Bunking?

The Virality Project also invented "pre-bunking" strategies to "warn" the public about purported misinformation

before it had time to spread.

For example, when the Johnson & Johnson COVID jab was temporarily suspended by the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in April 2021, the Virality Project issued a rapid

response statement  saying the number of incidents of rare and severe types of blood clots was "very small,"

especially considering the millions of doses given.

They also analyzed the narratives put forth "concerning the J&J suspension within anti-vaccine groups across

social media platforms" and in foreign and international media, and how these narratives might affect "vaccine

hesitancy," and proposed strategies to counter efforts to use the suspension as support for anti-COVID jab

arguments.

Twitter Files Include Calls to Censor Me

As predicted, the Twitter Lles also contain correspondence with social media companies relating to yours truly.

Taibbi points out the Twitter Lles "repeatedly show media acting as proxy"  for the NGOs in the censoring

network.

As an example, he posted the email below,  in which the Financial Times used the shady NGO Center for

Countering Digital Hate's fabricated "Misinformation Dozen" report to pressure Twitter into banning me, Robert F.

Kennedy Jr., and the rest on its list.
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Government Censorship Campaign Is Financed by Taxpayers

As noted by Taibbi in a March 9, 2023, Twitter thread:

"Well, you say, so what? Why shouldn't civil society organizations and reporters work together to boycott

'misinformation'? Isn't that not just an exercise of free speech, but a particularly enlightened form of it?

The difference is, these campaigns are taxpayer-funded. Though the state is supposed to stay out

domestic propaganda, the Aspen Institute, Graphika, the Atlantic Council's DFRLab, New America, and

other 'anti-disinformation' labs are receiving huge public awards.

Some NGOs, like the GEC-funded Global Disinformation Index or the DOD-funded NewsGuard, not only

seek content moderation but apply subjective 'risk' or 'reliability' scores to media outlets, which can result

in reduction in revenue. Do we want government in this role? …

This is the Censorship-Industrial Complex at its essence: a bureaucracy willing to sacriIce factual truth in

service of broader narrative objectives. It's the opposite of what a free press does …

This, ultimately, is the most serious problem with the Censorship-Industrial Complex. Packaged as a

bulwark against lies and falsehood, it is itself often a major source of disinformation, with American

taxpayers funding their own estrangement from reality."
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Censorship Darling With a Shady Past

You can learn more about Taibbi's work on the Twitter Lles in the video above. In his Twitter Files No. 19 thread,

Taibbi also highlights some of the shadier characters within this censorship-industrial complex, such as Renée

DiResta, technical research manager at Stanford Internet Observatory (which, again, is part of the EIP and Virality

Project):

"ProIles portray DiResta as a warrior against Russian bots and misinformation, but reporters never inquire

about work with DARPA, GEC and other agencies. In the video below … Stamos introduces her as having

'worked for the CIA.'"

"DiResta has become the public face of the Censorship-Industrial Complex, a name promoted everywhere

as an unquestioned authority on truth, fact, and Internet hygiene, even though her former Irm, New

Knowledge, has been embroiled in two major disinformation scandals …

DiResta's New Knowledge helped design the Hamilton 68 project exposed in the Twitter Iles. Although it

claimed to track 'Russian ineuence,' Hamilton really followed [Conservative] Americans … Hamilton 68 was

funded by the Alliance for Securing Democracy, which in turn was funded by the German Marshall Fund,

which in turn is funded in part by — the Department of State.

The far worse scandal was Project Birmingham, in which thousands of fake Russian Twitter accounts were

created to follow Alabama Republican Roy Moore in his 2017 race for US Senate. Newspapers reported

Russia seemed to take an interest in the race, favoring Moore.

Though at least one reporter for a major American paper was at a meeting in September 2018 when New

Knowledge planned the bizarre bot-and-smear campaign, the story didn't break until December, two days

after DiResta gave a report on Russian interference to the Senate …

The incident underscored the extreme danger of the Censorship-Industrial Complex. Without real

oversight mechanisms, there is nothing to prevent these super-empowered information vanguards from

bending the truth for their own ends.

By way of proof, no major press organization has re-examined the bold claims DiResta/New Knowledge

made to the Senate — e.g. that Russian ads 'reached 126 million people' in 2016 — while covering up the

Hamilton and Alabama frauds."

US Government Is Building Vast Speech Suppression Web

As bad as things already are, they're about to get a whole lot worse unless Congress puts a stop to it. In a March

21, 2023, article,  The Federalist's senior legal correspondent Margot Cleveland details grants showing the U.S.

government is "building a vast surveillance and speech suppression web around every American."

"Our government is preparing to monitor every word Americans say on the internet — the speech of

journalists, politicians, religious organizations, advocacy groups, and even private citizens. Should those

conversations coneict with the government's viewpoint about what is in the best interests of our country

and her citizens, that speech will be silenced," she writes.

"While the 'Twitter Files' offer a glimpse into the government's efforts to censor disfavored viewpoints,

what we have seen is nothing compared to what is planned, as the details of hundreds of federal awards

lay bare.

Research by The Federalist reveals our tax dollars are funding the development of artiIcial intelligence

(AI) and machine-learning (ML) technology that will allow the government to easily discover 'problematic'
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speech and track Americans reading or partaking in such conversations.

Then, in partnership with Big Tech, Big Business, and media outlets, the government will ensure the

speech is censored, under the guise of combatting 'misinformation' and 'disinformation.'"

In the last three years alone, the federal government has granted more than 500 contracts and/or grants aimed at

tackling "misinformation" and "disinformation." The Department of Defense itself is also focused on research

involving AI and ML tech that can monitor internet conversations for objectionable viewpoints and deploy

countermeasures before they go viral.

A Catch-22

Unfortunately, many of those who have the greatest power to inform the public about what's happening, and those

with the power to protect us by putting an end to this dystopian nightmare, don't want to because they have

something to gain from it, or believe they do. As noted by Cleveland:

"The threat is further heightened because those with the power to warn the public and demand the

government stop silencing Americans' speech are complicit.

With Democrats, the legacy media, and many Republicans all in on the government's efforts to censor

misinformation and disinformation, it will be extremely diVcult for the public to recognize the risks free

speech faces — especially since those trying to sound the alarm have already been falsely branded

purveyors of disinformation.

A chance remains, though, that enough ordinary Americans will hear the message before it is too late and

demand Congress close the Censorship-Industrial Complex."

Where Do We Go From Here?

Taibbi, in the video above, says the revelations about the Virality Project tell us two things:

"One, as Orwellian proof-of-concept, the Virality Project was a smash success. Government, academia, and

an oligopoly of would-be corporate competitors organized quickly behind a secret, uniIed effort to control

political messaging.

Two, it accelerated the evolution of digital censorship, moving it from judging truth/untruth to a new,

scarier model, openly focused on political narrative at the expense of fact."

This is deeply problematic and will strangle democracy and end the republic that is the United States if allowed to

continue. To quote Lowenthal:

"Free speech and expression protect us from the most powerful actors on the planet, corporations, the

State, and a growing plethora of international bodies. Ultimately, we need radically decentralized social

media that is more immune to their capture. Our safety depends on it."

Decentralizing social media is just one necessary defense tactic though. We must also demand Congress take

swift action to defund and dismantle the "censorship-industrial complex" that is using our tax dollars to deceive us

and withhold truth. Nothing less will su_ce. We can't invent enough privacy laws to protect us from what's coming.

For a time, many of us suspected that this massive surveillance and control system was primarily funded and built

by private interests, but now we're Lnding that government funding is behind much, and perhaps most, of it.

Congress has, for many years, if not decades, approved funding for programs intended to destroy our
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constitutional rights. Now, they must defund all of them. They must also defund all government agency

departments or teams involved in the federal censorship network, and that includes the FBI, CIA and DHS.

Login or Join to comment on this article

 

Guillermou

Converging with the relevant information from Dr. Mercola, rea_rming the manipulation, misinformation, and censorship exercised by a consortium of four private groups

worked with the Departments of Homeland Security (DHS) and the State to censor a large number of posts on social networks that they considered misinformation during the

2020 election, and their members were later rewarded with millions of federal dollars from the Biden administration. , according to interviews and documents obtained by Just

the News. The consortium is made up of four member organizations: Stanford Internet Observatory (SIO), the Center for an Informed Public at the University of Washington, the

Atlantic Council's Digital Forensics Research Laboratory, and the social media analytics company Graphika.

It established a concierge-like service in 2020 that allowed federal agencies like Homeland's Cyber Security Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) and the State's Center for

Global Engagement to submit "tickets" requesting that the online story links and social media posts were censored or oagged by Big Tech. Three liberal groups, the Democratic

National Committee, Common Cause and the NAACP, were also empowered like federal agencies to Lle Lnes seeking content censorship.

A Homeland-funded collaboration, the Election Infrastructure Information Sharing and Analysis Center, also had access. The consortium achieved a success rate in 2020 that

would be enviable for baseball hitters: Platforms took action on 35% of URLs oagged, with 21% tagged, 13% removed, and 1% blocked, meaning that users had to reject a

warning to see them. The association could not determine how many were demoted. www.globalresearch.ca/outsourced-censorship-feds-used-private-entity-t..

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Guillermou

The First Amendment to the US Constitution prohibits Congress from passing any law that restricts free speech, and courts have ruled that the prohibition extends to

federal agencies funded by the legislature. Participants were well aware that the role of federal agencies in the effort strayed into uncharted legal territory. The US

Department of Homeland Security (HSA) is conducting medical censorship. The CISA website has resources for engaging “disinformation” vigilante police to help HSA in

its mission to silence opinion about C-19 and the response to the plandemic. The stated primary purpose is disinformation deLned as information deliberately created to

deceive, harm, or manipulate a person, social group, organization, or country.

Its toolkit allows any user to use "products" and tailor them with o_cial logos to spread the government's propaganda message (link). These toolkit resources are designed

to help state, local, tribal and territorial (SLTT) o_cials raise awareness of misinformation and conspiracy theories surfacing online related to source, scale, government

response , prevention and treatment of COVID-19. Each product was designed to match local government websites and logos.

The toolset directs well-intentioned users to use images, conversation topics, and documents to deliver a message. There is only ONE reliable source of information, you

guessed it: state and local agencies that trust the CDC! For that mission they recruited a legion of volunteer deputies without any o_cial authority or responsibility to

operate on social media and in all walks of life, delivering public service messages telling Americans that the CDC is the only trusted source of information.

www.globalresearch.ca/department-homeland-security-cisa-us-government-..  (2022)
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juststeve

Gui, Deja Vu - all over again - if we have a child who is fond of playing with Lre and we catch them in the act of doing so in the house, what is the cure? From what we have

been witnessing apparently it is to sneak them off over and into a neighbor's yard, their old shed and let the child play with Lre there. And if it burns the neighbor's house

down, then what? Apparently ship them off to an old, abandoned warehouse and let the kid play there until they burn the whole town down. Then we can blame it on all the

people who along the way pointed out, hey, there is something seriously wrong with this kid.

Maybe we should change how things are done? NOPE - disinformation, misinformation, dangerous activity that may cause - Fire Hesitancy. Truth determined as lies,

questions with serious concerns or even if goofy labeled sinister, disinformation shines a light on if their version of the Truth is True, they could just answer it honestly and

not resort to underhanded vicious measures. If they truly desire the Public to Trust them, then just be Truthful and Trustworthy. Being as they can turn the money tap on and

off at will, it is all about Power & Control and truth be damned.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Pete.Smith

Thanks Steve and Gui. Newly-released communications between the Biden administration and Meta show an effort to crack down on so-called "vaccine-skeptical" content

shared on the private communications platform WhatsApp. Emails obtained through discovery from the ongoing Missouri v Biden legal battle show email exchanges from

the White House to the tech giant began just days after President Biden took o_ce. www.foxnews.com/media/biden-white-house-urged-meta-crack-down-vaccine-..

article escaped censorship. On March 11, 2022, REUTERS reported that, “The World Health Organization advised Ukraine to destroy high-threat pathogens housed in the

country's public health laboratories to prevent "any potential spills" that would spread disease among the population.”  Yes in Hunter Biden's labs. Article is interesting,

name other pathogens released on the world. karenkingston.substack.com/p/reuters-article-conLrms-ukrainian
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juststeve

It is more than evident already very little is private anymore. Do it Local, do it private and stop feeding the Beast.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

rrealrose

Hi everyone, grabbed this from the Karen Kingston sustack article Pete posted above: "The big question is, “Why is the United States supporting a country that has been

creating bioweapons for use on global civilians? Shouldn’t the United States be supporting Russia, the nation that is trying to seize and destroy the bioweapons that are

being used on global civilians?” The answer is because President Biden is acting on behalf of the enemies of America. President Biden and his son Hunter helped fund the

high-threat mRNA pathogens that causing the disabilities and death of millions of civilians around the globe."
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brianallen1

Sorry to be a wet blanket but you folks with your Constitution and amendments is really perplexing. The United States became a corporation over 150 years ago. The

corporation has been bankrupt for nearly 100 years. All the talk about the Republic and democracy is only to placate the masses to keep them in the dark from the true

governance. You've never had a president. You've always had a CEO that rules by Executive Order. You do not have a Constitution FOR the United States- the organic, dejure

Republic. You have a Constitution OF the United States- the bylaws of the Corporation.

You do not have law, you have color of law via Admiralty Law. Your black robed judge is the captain of the ship and what he or she says, goes. Try invoking the Constitution

in their court, if you are lucky, you will only be charged with contempt. I could go on for days with more examples- remember, the bigger the lies, the easier they are to

believe. This does not mean we are to give up. It means you must Lght them through reality, not in a wishful thinking long bygone era.
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rrealrose

More and more, we need to walk away from a totally corrupted system, that appears to be crumbling under its own weight of lies, deceptions and masquerades. Not sure

where new approaches may come from, was perplexed when my bank texted me today to conLrm purchases (as if they did not already know?). The Nanny State has or is in

process of encroaching on freedoms every turn in the road.
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Guillermou

Interesting article by Pierre Kory, MD. Things are changing and must be Lltered by the true science of health. In three short years, many perspectives dismissed as "fringe"

or "anti-science" in 2020 have become obvious and even mainstream. MY OP-ED ON THREE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSONS FROM THE U.S'S FAILED PANDEMIC

RESPONSE. Even Hollywood celebrities mock the vaccine in “Bernie Sanders,” and a Kennedy family member is considering a major challenge to President Joe Biden by

criticizing vaccines. To consider: 1) When a crisis strikes, public health leaders First, when a crisis strikes, public health leaders must prioritize transparency and promote

open debate.

The cover-up is always worse than the crime. Fauci still says it's "very hard to know very hard to say" as long as the FBI and Department of Energy are right about the lab

leak theory. Hope Stomps Strong The House of Representatives voted 419-0 to force the Biden administration to declassify all information about the origins of COVID.

Former CDC director Dr. Robert RedLeld has called for a moratorium on gain-of-function research.

2) Complex public health problems require complex solutions, always. Biden, Fauci and the team hang their entire COVID strategy on vaccines. Dr. Walensky, to insist that

vaccinated people could not spread COVID or even get sick, to force an agenda that only pitted Americans against each other. In the end Walensky was forced to admit that

she was wrong. The mainstream media for dismissing drugs like ivermectin, which have been promoted by the likes of Joe Rogan and Aaron Rodgers.
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Guillermou

3) Policymakers must recognize that sudden crisis decisions can leave people dead, injured and their immune systems impaired. The dire scenario in which a vaccine not

only fails to prevent transmission, but creates more severe disease in a vaccinated person. According to the CDC's "V-safe" safety monitoring system, 33% 33% of people

who received a COVID vaccine experienced serious adverse effects and 7.7% required hospitalization. Pierre Kory has never in my career prescribed any medication or

administered any therapy that came close to a 1% health care risk as a result of that therapy. This risk of a treatment is unprecedented in the history of modern medicine. It

must be added that the government's program to compensate those who have been injured by vaccines has been a black hole.

Pierre Kory, M.D., is president and chief medical o_cer of the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance, ends by saying: “These numbers must rebound before the next

catastrophe strikes. Inviting front-line clinicians with direct experiences in treating the disease to offer guidance on what works and what does not work, would be a start.

No one person, entity or institution has a monopoly on good ideas. Science and medicine are constantly evolving and changing. Policymakers must keep up”

pierrekory.substack.com/p/my-op-ed-on-three-of-the-most-important?utm_..  (03/29/2023)
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Guillermou

Peter A. McCullough, MD, discusses the serious C-19 “vaccine” hoax. COVID-19 VACCINE EFFICACY GROSSLY OVERESTIMATED FROM NON-RANDOMIZED STUDIES

Multiple Sources of Bias Created Illusion that Vaccines Worked as they Failed in the Real World. There are two main determinants of hospitalization and death that have not

been addressed in all the papers claiming that vaccines worked: 1) early treatment for COVID-19 at home that would prevent hospitalization or death, 2) natural immunity

from a previous infection. Most of the studies conducted in the US do not have access to the CDC vaccine database, so we cannot verify the status of the vaccines.

Almost all observational studies rely on PCR or positive antigen tests to determine cases rather than clinical adjudication. Since COVID-19 tests are intermittently positive

for many months after infection, the cause of a hospitalization or death could be another disease in many patients who test positive, therefore without adjudication we

cannot know if the vaccine is affecting COVID-19 pneumonia. Finally, the issue of investigator funding bias cannot be underestimated.

“For all of the above reasons, claims that COVID-19 vaccines worked to reduce the spread of infection, hospitalization, and death must be rejected. The burden of proof has

not been met and threats to validity have not been overcome. All COVID-19 vaccines must be withdrawn from the market and we must begin the investigation phase into

how this massive program failed to stop COVID-19.” petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/covid-19-vaccine-e_cacy-grossly?utm..  (03/29/2023)
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DEVASTATING REPORT: ZEROHEDGE-VAX ANALYSIS FINDS $147 BILLION IN ECONOMIC DAMAGE, TENS OF MILLIONS INJURED OR DISABLED, ESTIMATES THAT 26.6

MILLION PEOPLE WERE INJURED, 1.36 MILLION disabled, and 300,000 excess deaths can be attributed to COVID-19 vaccine damages in 2022 alone (mRNA technology),

which cost the economy nearly $150 billion; Edward Dowd delivers the godos palexander.substack.com/p/devastating-report-zerohedge-vax?utm_source=..
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Guillermou

THE AMAZING DR. FAUST, WHO IS THE EXPERT WITNESS TESTIFYING AGAINST MY ABILITY TO PRACTICE MEDICINE, IS A BUDDY OF RICK BRIGHT, WHO CONSPIRED W/

FDA TO ISSUE THE EUA TO KILL HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE. By meryl nass Let's look a little closer at this part-time ER doctor, who is being paid $500/hr by the Maine

medical board to give them a reason to revoke my license. Hired gun or hired clown? merylnass.substack.com/p/the-amazing-dr-faust-who-is-the-expert?utm_so..

 (03/15/2923)

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Beentheredonethat2

We have far greater things to fear...healthimpactnews.com/2023/is-the-collapse-of-nato-imminent-a-non-weste..
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Robert from Alberta Canada

Wartime Logic Never in the history of "medical warfare" has this calculus been used to evaluate the beneLt of a medical bioweapon countermeasure. Only in a military

context — that is, commanders in the Leld must expect a certain number of enemy casualties in order to achieve the greater beneLt of vanquishing the enemy [selectively

targeted humanity]— has this logic been overtly disclosed.  Cult Of The Medics www.cultofthemedics.com  Cult Of The Medics - Bitchute

www.bitchute.com/.../haTTB7Z1N3LI  Cult Of The Medics Chapter Eight: UNDERWORLD www.bitchute.com/.../1EZ5g1bHFUbx  JAB ME TWO TIMES (MORTICIAN'S

MIX)(Gallows humour) www.bitchute.com/.../wOMwbYEuZwiP  GRAPHENE (THE CYNICAL PINNACLE) www.bitchute.com/.../LTOg9N8Dm1T4  |   |

www.bitchute.com/.../ZMv79MtHJ9al

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Segstar

Not to worry folks, all is covered by the CCP, just brush up on yer Mandarin, don't eat it. The CCP has already et our brekky, lunch, dinner and all in- between snacks..They

are currently having dessert and thinking what scraps they are going to toss us.. Just saw around 80% of all the pharmaceuticals sold in America both prescription and

over-the-counter are manufactured in China. These include drugs for Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s, blood pressure and blood thinners, diuretics, aspirin, antibiotics, and a big

chunk of the world’s insulin and diabetes drugs just to name a few.

We don’t even make penicillin anymore. The last penicillin plant in the U.S. closed its doors in 2004. People who rely on medicines are now almost entirely at the mercy of a

country whose relations with the U.S. have become more tense than they were just a few years ago under the orange man. So eat as much salads and Ice cream while you

can , take your vitamins, just don't try to be a big guy and expect a 10% ...

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Guillermou

Yes, Segstar, China, is the great factory in the world for the pharmaceutical and health sector. The Asian country is one of the largest global powers in the production of

pharmaceutical raw materials (APIs) and, in fact, 41% of APIs leave its borders for the rest of the world. The dependence on China has become even more evident with the

Covid-19. Europe has gradually lost its leading position in API manufacturing, especially in the off-patent generics sector. Instead, the pharma industry has seen a

consolidation of API manufacturing in Asia, a situation further exacerbated during the pandemic, when Europe's reliance on essential APIs as basic as paracetamol became

a glaring weakness.

China leads the API manufacturing classiLcation by Germany, with 15%; Netherlands, with 6%; Thailand, with 5%; Switzerland, with 4%, and the United States, with 3% of

production. But made in China has its pros and cons. Theoretically, these products have to follow a series of controls in order to be imported into the United States and

Europe. A requirement for clinical imports into Europe is prior evaluation and approval by the Edqm. A certiLcate issued by the health authority of the country of origin is

also required, demonstrating that the company complies with the regulations for correct drug manufacturing in the countries where it is desired.

matter. Also, audits and visits by Western inspectors to Chinese pharmacies are carried out. Despite the established rules of the game, there have been various

disagreements in the sector. The EMA blocked the export of the antibiotic amoxicillin to Europe by a Chinese company for critical and signiLcant deLciencies in its quality

controls. At the beginning of 2022, Aemps withdrew from the market the antigen autotests for the detection of Sars-Cov-2 manufactured by the Chinese pharmaceutical

company Genrui Biotech due to a possible increase in false positive results.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Guillermou

40 FACTS YOU NEED TO KNOW: THE REAL STORY OF “COVID” Here are all the updated key facts and sources concerning the alleged “pandemic”, to help you get a grasp on

what has happened to the world since January 2020, and assist in the enlightenment of any of your friends who might be still trapped in the New Normal fog. MENU

Symptoms  Diagnosis & PCR Tests  “Cases” & “Deaths”  Lockdowns  Ventilators  Masks  Vaccines  Mortality Data  Planning & Deception  Motives & ProLts  Conclusion

off-guardian.org/2023/03/24/40-facts-you-need-to-know-the-real-story-o..  (03/24/2023)
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jml777

Democracy is already dead. The constitutional republic is dead. Elections are fake. People who are unelected are running the country and the world, yet everyone pretends like

this isn’t the case. It’s pathetic, really.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Florida1

Agreed jml777!  "The good citizens believed and forgot."  www.youtube.com/watch    "Mistakes Were NOT Made: An Anthem for Justice"

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

mirandola

Regrettably jml777 you are correct. The problem is rooted in campaign Lnancing, where special interests pay off and bribe politicians for their own self-gain purposes. The

inouence has become so profound that Congress passed the ridiculous "law" that corporations have the voice of the people. Look at how they are catering now to

bigpHARMa, at all costs to health and even to life of the people. The time really has come for a) campaign Lnance reform and b) ousting about 90% of Congress and

replacing them all with good people, if we want OUR Democracy back.

And if Democracy currently bows to the highest bidder, which was not the intention of Democracy nor in fact is it even Democracy at all....then why does COngress forget

that We the People pay taxes? With 317 million Americans, probably 1/3 to 1/2 of whic pay taxes, just think how much one penny paid, pools to huge masses of money! But

putting a dollar value on so called Democracy is not Democracy at all. It is supposed to be a government of/by/for the people, not the highest bidder, as it currently is.

Citizens United is unconstitutional on its face, and has to be overturned.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

jhy7142

brianallen1 you are correct on our so called governmental situation but what they did was fraudulent in nature and believe that is the only way to reverse this nightmare .

But everyone here keeps saying the same thing over and over again . We know everything is wrong be know these stories dont adress the issue at hand .The steps needed

are not thru the corrupted politicians but somehow going against fraud that was committed at birth with the birth certiLcate signed by unknowing parents selling their

children into slavery .

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

brianallen1

jhy, the CERTIFICATE OF LIVE BIRTH and every unconscionable contract thereafter.
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Randyfast

There has been an unprecedented, aggressive and relentless push by the "authorities" to have every man, woman and child injected with an experimental and virtually untested

gene editing shot, that has absolutely no "beneLt" whatsoever. The majority of the population couldn't wait to be injected with this garbage and they will continue to take the

next and the next and the next; as well as block their oxygen intake with a "mask" that does nothing but harm them. As a human being who has the ability to think for myself,

logically, rationally and reasonably...I have a real problem with this!

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Guillermou

Yes, Randy, we can establish a sum of people's reactions to submit to the yoke of tyrants, defense mechanisms, and blind obedience to authority according to the Milgram

experiment, cited by Dr. Mercola, where psychosis is formed Massive acts is a form of brainwashing and mind control by the deep state media. These media hypnotize the

masses into believing that there is a terrifying "virus" ooating in the air, and the only way to stop it is to "get vaccinated"; otherwise, to avoid a horrible death while

endangering your own family and friends or fellow professionals.

It is not about rational thought, it is about fear oooding your feelings based on misinformation. It is the kind of mindset and thought process that actually grants that

privilege to someone on a television screen or on social media. The movements of the psychism by which unpleasant ideas and feelings are avoided, excluded from

consciousness, or transformed into its opposite, compensated by other ideas or feelings, where submission to authority is relevant and unpleasant affects are transformed

into our unconscious internal world, by the distressing projection to make it desired.

Conformity with the group seems to support this experiment by proposing that a subject who does not have the ability or knowledge to make decisions, in the face of a

crisis, will transfer decisions to authority through personal submission. When the subject obeys the dictates of the authority, his conscience stops working and an

abdication of responsibility occurs.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

juststeve

And the band plays on Randy. Safe and Effective, stop the spread, get your Jab today, pay no attention to the folks dropping dead for no reason right in front of you.

Speaking of which, Ed Dowd's book, "Cause Unkown" The epidemic of sudden deaths sin 2021 & 2022 lays out the facts if you can break through the Fear Porn, the various

Virality Projects inouence on those dwindling people still hypnotized by those same things.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

JGB123

The only small note of hope I could add here is I work in medicine and I see more and more folks NOT taking booster shots. Also, I have been sharing the Frontline doctors I

Recover protocols with anyone and everyone interested. Go to covid19criticalcare.com
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Glastian

Hi Randy, touch. Here in Scotland, I’ve just had my invitation from the NHS to have my “Spring Booster”. Considering that this jab is still experimental, unapproved,

emergency authorised only, and I haven’t taken any of their jabs anyway, this only tells me that they are still pushing hard with their agenda. A pamphlet was included with

the invitation with the usual guff, including “very rare side effects” etc., but one piece of “information/advice” that caught my attention referred to “can I catch covid-19 after

having the vaccine?”. The (mis)Information here states speciLcally that “Like all medicines, no vaccine is completely effective.

Some people may still get covid-19 despite having the vaccine, but any illness should be less severe”. So there we have it; none of all the vaccines ever produced apparently

confer immunity? I seem to recall the deLnition of a vaccine as being “a preparation that confers immunity”, so surely the “no vaccine is completely effective” can only be

classiLed as misinformation? But the gullible public will just accept it all as usual without question, eh?

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Randyfast

Well stated, Gui. I used to think that the number of people who are susceptible to hypnosis were much fewer than what we are seeing. --- Just; in the WHO, WEF and UN

articles, PDF's, etc., the same words keep popping up...Stakeholders, Investors, Public/Private Partnerships...good thing it's all about the health of humanity! --- JGB; thanks

for the link. --- Glastian; yes - Spring and fall. Can Summer and Winter be far behind? Perhaps a "booster" every two months. According to the liars and deceivers, that's

about as long as the alleged "immunity" lasts. No...that's when the adverse effects from the nanobot shots begin to kick in! I'm sure that the majority of those people were

just Lne BEFORE they were injected.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Segstar

Glastian they are desperate and are going door to door BEGGING people to take the shot..Fauci and Mayor Bozo..The greatest form of "defence " is "offence" and SOULS

have already been SOLD ... Desperation is running high, soon it'll be time for their master to collect... Have a view here.. https://youtu.be/gUASZRuBz8o

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

jhy7142

Randy do you recall the technology that had been patented by the semi conductor company out of Texas that was lost on Flight MH-370 ? I seem to remember something

about Graphene Oxide and being able to set up a world wide surveillance system . Maybe this is why it is so important for them to get every person hacked or vaxxed .

Remember Rothschild was the sole person left to take over the patent supposedly worth trillions .

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

MoMac46

Randyfast you are correct. Yesterdsy i got the UK NHS letter in saying an appointment had been made for me to get the Spring Booster Covid 19 injection. Every time I

phone and opt out as I have never taken their shots and reiterate to take me off their list. Only this morning I had two friends phone me so pleased to get their spring

booster letters. So you are so correct, people will continue on taking these jabs. I dont understand their continuation with jabs that are not effective and certainly not safe.

Here in Scotland there has been a high uptake of these injections, where is the critical thinking. So blinded by media and government.
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blessthebeasts

I recently read that only 15 percent of the population is "up to date" on boosters. This gives me a shred of hope that people are Lnally recognizing that they've been conned.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Randyfast

Jhy; I really don't know any more than anyone else, other than there was a group of scientists on that oight who apparently shared a semi-conductor patent. Graphene is

deLnitely used in this technology and here's an article from 2013 - a decade ago! Imagine the possibilities today. Also; some scientists have claimed that there is graphene

in at least some of the vials. --- grapheneus.com/graphene-integrated-circuit  --- BTW: there's Graphene Oxide and Graphene Hydroxide. Apparently, the Hydroxide is much

more damaging to the human body.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

rrealrose

Hi Randy, you will want to follow the latest disclosure on PLzer patents by Karen Kingston. No time to drop you a link, she outlines where what component is or is supposed

to be. US Patents date back to 2014 and 2015, with several newer ones.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Randyfast

JHY, and everyone else; watch this short video on the Brain/Computer interface. They have a GRAPHENE SENSOR pressed up against their skull. That has to answer a few

questions! --- www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

jamNjim

The FBI, CIA, NIH, NIAID, and FDA have made funeral homes the most proLtable businesses in the world. Funeral Services stocks have nearly doubled since Mar 2020. Service

Corporation International (SCI) stock has gone up from $38 a share to $66 a share just during the timeframe of the pandemic/shotdemic:

www.bing.com/search?q=SCI+stocks&qs=n&form=QBRE&sp=-1&..

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Arlen1

Everyone should have pulled all of their money out of their 401K when Trump did the executive order that eliminated penalties for doing so and bought Funeral Services

Stocks. You could have doubled your money.
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mirandola

Oh my god. Well, a convincing statistic/fact, isn't it? Whew. Thank you for posting this shocking truth,JamNJim. PS friends on the forum, please vote JamNJim's shocking

but important statement up to the top of today's forum. If this goes to the bottom, be very suspicious of paid government/troll activity. Some things are strategic and

self-interested. Oh my. Maybe we all should go looking at the bottom of the forum, every day, and Lrst, to see what has been sent to the bottom....eh??? There just might be

some important content, right at the bottom. Guess why, and guess who???

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

grulla

"Funeral Services stocks have nearly doubled since Mar 2020." Don't forget to factor in Biden's current inoation. :-(

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Segstar

grulla you missed the chocolate chip ice cream and the infamous 10% lol..

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

UnpleasantPeasant

Democracy deserves to be threatened, it is nothing more than Mob Rule. Strangle it, snuff it out, move on to something civilized already

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

LongTallTexan

right that is why we have a reprenentative democracy

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Segstar

Small problem though, there's nothing civilized anymore, haven't been for centuries .. EVERYTHING including ALL systems are totally tainted and corrupt to the core..If you

going to sell your house make sure you have a place lined up, else you could Lnd yourself on the streets .. Kinda like cutting a branch but sitting on the outside of it.. Until

"individual responsibility" is taught, practised, preached , adhered to AND respected, i'm afraid we'll continue to spin wheels..

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

bfr27915

"The one pervading evil of democracy is the tyranny of the majority, or rather of that party, not always the majority, that succeeds, by force or fraud, in carrying elections." ~

Lord Acton
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jhy7142

Unpleasant we need ideas and unity to have a chance . We still have people that dont even know there is a problem yet . Otis you are good at protest help me out . We need

a show of strength not with weapons but with numbers in every community marching with a purpose of showing our so called mayors or governors that we have a cause

and will not look the other way. Only this way would foreign and domestic powers understand we are Sovern and not slaves to their bad system .

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

otis101

JHY, I may be good at protests but that does not mean they are followed with success. Before, during, and after the Iraq invasion (2003), as a very active member of

Veterans For Peace, I personally gathered more than 3,000 signed petitions to Congress to stop the use of depleted uranium weapons. Now those same weapons, tank

shells with DU, are being rushed into Ukraine. As a group, VFP marched and demonstrated for peace in major cities. The wars continued. As a group we circulated and

obtained thousands of petitions for the impeachment of Bush and Cheney. Nothing happened. Yet our small group (not VFP) continues to stand on Main street with

placards pertaining to covid, tyranny, passports, non-compliance et al. We are having success, but how much is unknown. People in town feel comfortable having

conversations with me about their non-compliance but most are reluctant to join us on the street. Like it or not people go "From Resistance to Revolution".

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

otis101

Supported institutions are needed to replace the impotent controlling state. "Mere opposition to the state—without viable private or local alternatives—will never be

su_cient. People want services like education and help for widows, orphans, and the disabled. They want safety, a sense of community, and solidarity with others. These

beneLts of society do not require states, but they do require institutions. Yet these institutions in our own time as so reduced as to offer little as alternatives to the state."

Ryan McMaken, Mises-Institute

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

har1272

The only hope we have is to starve the beast. Some taxes are involuntary, but many are voluntary and would be the only way to negotiate a change in the system.
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katofoz

I was banned forever from Facebook in early February. I had been in Facebook jail Lve times for posting a meme of Hunter Biden. They repeatedly added time to my sentence

for that same post that was posted 2 years before. So I started to be careful and mostly posted pictures of the grandkids, crochet patterns and other harmless content, that an

old disabled grandmother Lnds interesting. Then when the Chinese spy balloon went over the USA I went to share an article about it. The article was one I saw on Google from

a major news outlet. When I went to share it a warning popped up that said “ are you sure you want to share this . If you do you may be banned for inciting violence.

So I didn’t share it. About this same time one of friends had a Booster vaccine and was having trouble with it. I notiLed her on Messenger and told her my experience with the

vaccine. I had a torn heart valve about 3 months after being vaccinated. I refused to take the Booster. My Dad developed pneumonia two days after his booster which led to his

death. Another of my friends became permanently disabled after the vaccine and the day after her shot was admitted into the hospital for over a month. She now has to walk

with a cane and can only go a short distance. I had typed all this plus more and before I could send it it just disappeared.

Within a day of the Chinese ballon incident and the messenger post I was banned and their explanation was I posted a private intimate picture. I tried to Lght it but as you all

know it’s impossible to contact anyone and they have completely removed my proLle. I really believe it’s because of my views on the vaccination. Of course being banned

means you can no longer use Messenger. I miss it in the sense that I connected to friends and family but other then that I almost feel they did me a favor. The censorship is

beyond ridiculous and I feel it’s very authoritarian and brainwashes people.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

mirandola

katofoz what tragic stories, we are so sorry to read about the death of your father and injuries of yourself and loved ones! Good lord. As for Facebook being as you said,

"ridiculous" you are spot on. Their censorship is a prime example of where in the end---and the truth will come out,and already is----they really are only making fools of

themselves. And looking really bad in the process. Censoring a story like yours, shows very bad faith. Very bad indeed. Shame on Facebook! I also know of examples where

their so-called "fact checkers" were way out in left Leld. God bless you. The truth will out and you will be in good company, looked up to instead of looked down on. And

those who look down on the injured, are themselves not good people, and themselves deserve, really deserve, to be looked down on. We are with you in your support, and

that is how it should be!

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Eevee

Lots of other communication platforms / message services are available.....

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

har1272

I was put into Twitter jail just for asking why Fauci had not been publicly asked if he or anyone in his family had received any vaccine royalties, stocks, etc. Even though

Musk is now in charge, I will not be "authenticated" by anyone and will not be returning.
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Pete.Smith

Today's dr. Mercola article about: Surveillance and an illegal federal CENSORSHIP network in the USA, that includes the FBI, CIA and DHS. Surveillance and censorship just like

China does to it citizens. So the USA is no longer a democracy, but a FAKE democracy. Dr. Mercola wants the Congress to stop this, but in the past Congress promoted this, like

for example they supported the Patriot Act. Here is example of news censorship. In the past CNN was free to report the truth about Ukraine, but these days this is censored and

being framed as "Russian propaganda". This CNN video from 2014 shows how the Russian speaking population in Ukraine (in and around Donetsk) is under constant military

attack by their own government, killing thousands of citizens, destroying their houses.

A man says in the video: “We are Ukrainians but they kill us, we probably need our own country now”. Now taxpayers in the EU and USA pay hundreds of $ billions to pay for the

war that was sparked by Ukraine’s assault on its own citizens in 2014. In recent weeks and in several countries (even the US) people took to the streets, demanding peace talks

instead of sending more weapons, but this was kept out the Main Stream News, which is just another example of Chinese style censorship. Thanks to Elon Musk we can still

see some of this old CNN reportage on twitter in an one minute videoclip: twitter.com/.../1640425378832367621

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Guillermou

Good morning Pete. Some actions seem to be on the right track. The Republican-controlled Congress authorized the creation of a new House Select Subcommittee on the

Coronavirus Pandemic, which the Washington Examiner noted will have broad jurisdiction. While this subcommittee will investigate the origins of the virus, it will also

investigate vaccine development, COVID-related school closures, and other issues related to the pandemic. You could possibly look into what the CDC knows about the side

effects of vaccines.

"There's a lot of confusion, there's a lot of uncertainty, and I think all Americans, regardless of their political persuasion, would like to know the truth," said House Oversight

and Accountability Committee Chairman James Comer (R., Ky www.theblaze.com/news/elon-musk-admits-he-had-major-side-effects-from-..

 utm_source=theblaze-dailyAM&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Daily-Newsletter__AM%202023-01-22&utm_term=ACTIVE%20LIST%20-%20TheBlaze%20Daily%20AM

(2022)

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Guillermou

Republicans demand accountability after Fauci was exposed for commissioning a paper that "debunked" the covid lab leak theory. On March 5, members of the Select

Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Pandemic received a memo informing them that discredited career government criminal Tony Fauci spearheaded the infamous Nature

Medicine study that claims to “debunk” the theory. of the Wuhan coronavirus (C-19) lab leak, and now its Republican members want answers and accountability. The draft

of the 'The proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2' memorandum was sent to Drs. Fauci and Collins. This proves that Fauci and his comrades are liars because they directly

interfered with science to further their own agenda.

Sen. Eric Schmitt (R-Mo.) tweeted that Fauci must be held accountable for his clear interference with the scientiLc process, leading to widespread confusion and

misinformation about the true source of covid. “Follow the $the $ for the Wuhan Lab I have approved,” Schmitt wrote. “This line of questioning was pursued in our depo of

Fauci as well. He didn't want to be involved in the Lab Leak so he dismissed it & smeared anyone who thought it plausible.”

www.breitbart.com/politics/2023/03/06/republicans-demand-accountabilit..  (03/06 /2023)

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

rrealrose

Hi Pete, Gui, everyone, here's a recent Epoch Times interview on American Thought Leaders: It’s All Being Covered Up’: Sen. Ron Johnson on Missing Batch of Fauci Emails,

COVID Origins" - - www.bitchute.com/.../GQZ6XHlFdWpU  - - a little over an hour long interview. My take is that without the disinformation, we have a $69 billion dollar "shot

in the dark" industry, years of major "corporate science" corruption and several captured Federal Agencies easily at risk of major disinformation, fraud and misuse of

taxpayer funds. Most voted into the US Congress do not appear interested in taking this on, as many owe their seats to funding and support of these same corporations. No

win?
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mirandola

Thankyou Pete Smith, for being savvy and really keeping up with American politics, from your own position abroad. This is admirable! Appreciation. The ACLU, informed by

former FBI agent Mike German, has written decades ago, about FBI fusion centers, organized almost town for town, staffed by citizen volunteers recruited to spy on

neighbors. How sick is that? And with social media as prominent as it is, that there is rampant spying on everybody----big Lsh and little Lsh alike----is a no-brainer. The

ACLU calls FB "FBI Spy Central", where the FBI takes note of who our friends are (implying guilt by association with those who are not guilty of anything and who, for

example, once contributed to a Muslim mosque) and the like.

The question is, given social media, why do people think that there is not rampant spying on Everybody? Why do they think it requires extra effort, time, money and

research? It most certainly does not. There is a reason why the military invented the internet, and why there, everything is in print. It is simply not smart of the people to

think there is any privacy in print, duh! As for Congress stopping all of this, they are the ones who are exactly behind it, just as you said PeteSmith. It was by the way, the

Republicans who solidly voted for more than just FISA and the Patriot Act, but also for the torture bill or the Military Commissions Act, which is just not any joke at all.

The Democrats solidly voted against the Military Commissions Act. If people checked out the Congressional voting record, as I did by the way, instead of merely ranting

based on pure beliefs and images, then they might think more clealrly. We really need citizens to do their research of the Congressional voting record. Given that, we will

have a different America and maybe even different world politics. We also need campaign Lnance reform + to replace 90% of Congress with *Good* People. No appointed

judiciary, elect judges instead. No computerized elections...my 2 cents.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

otis101

Thanks Pete for more enlightenment. Here is a group in the Senate, (SSCI) Senate Select Committee on Intelligence that appears to be the support for the "fourth branch of

government" known as the Intelligence branch. Sundance, in this article, is saying if we get rid of the SSCI we are well on our way to cutting off that branch.

theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2023/03/29/fbi-ran-to-senate-intel-c..  Check out the meme by Ben Garrison in the article. Something "everyman" will understand and

Lght against.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

forbiddenhealing

forbiddenhealing.substack.com/.../in-defense-of-profanity

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

therealjones

Tell us how you really feel!
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jhy7142

Stories are getting old and time is of the essence . If this continues the extinction of this once great creation we call Earth will be void of any meaningful life . All those

centuries of inbreeding has created a nonfunctioning self love that cannot co-exist with love and life . The weeding of evil needs to be done .

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Guillermou

Yes, Randall, war on fear. The enemy is the deep state that wants to subject the world population to its whims. This unknown situation causes consequences at all levels:

health, economic, political, demographic, but, above all, it causes consequences at the psychological level. But we have the weapons that allow us to Lght against

deception. Given the fear carried out by the media, possible responses can be given in human nature, depending on our personality and our knowledge of reality. In order to

handle them, we would have to put our heads around the sensation, identify it, become aware of what is happening to us in order to relativize it and calm down.

We are in the knowledge of true science. Let's work on our self-esteem, strengthening with these small habits that mental and physical strength that we are going to need

so much for when this deception is unfortunately marked. by an economic crisis where many things will be different. And we must be prepared for what is yet to come.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

epi-cure

I got into a conversation recently with someone who I've known throughout my life to have a rational mind despite getting their information from an entirely different part of the

information spectrum than me. I pointed out that PLzer had a nonmandatory vaccine policy until a wider audience caught wind of the inconsistency of a presumed safe vaccine

manufacturer not having an in house policy that required compliance among their staff. The shocking to me reply was that PLzer, being a private company, couldn't be faulted

for this because they are a "private" company (Are they? They sell public shares).

Anyway, private or not, they missed the point entirely that while government mandates and companies under pressure to comply throughout the height of the plandemic were

giving citizens life changing ultimatums PLzer was bucking the trend. Is their ability for discernment eroding by having been jabbed? I can only wonder. That does not bode well

for the mental faculties of the hoi polloi if even once clear thinking people's cognitive skills have become so marginalized. So in honor of that non sequitur moment I'm posting

one of my own, a good discussion about local investing: tube.solari.com/.../fr_032323-1

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Guillermou

Epi-cure, your Thoughts links to this testimony from Mary Holland, CHD President and Senior Counsel, on March 25, 2023, at the COVID Litigation Conference in Atlanta:

Everything I thought should work unconditional: there was no transparency, no informed consent, no compensation for civil wrongs, no malpractice for knowingly

administering dangerous substances, no accountability, and even no access to the courts, let alone justice. She recommends watching these movies for background: “The

Greater Good,” “Trace Amounts,” “Vaxxed” and “Vaxxed II,” and “The 1986 Act”—these movies will help you understand the relevant background to the COVID debacle . The

good news is that culture is shifting, and the truth is coming out. The crumbling COVID narrative and the trendline favor us, not the tyrants.

For example: 1) The hysteria has passed — here we are, congregating in person. No masks, no tests, no vaccine passports. 2) People are assembling, traveling, returning to

work and school, and institutions are dropping mandates for tests, masks and injections. 3) And truth is on the loose — and defending itself. It’s now common knowledge: in

the link: COURTS FOLLOW CULTURE — AND THE CULTURE IS SHIFTING “Courts follow culture, and the good news is that culture is shifting, and the truth is coming out. The

crumbling COVID-19 narrative and the trendline favor us, not the tyrants.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/mary-holland-covid-court-culture/  (03/28/2023).-

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

juststeve

If it is wrong for governments to do it, it is just as wrong for a business to do it.
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grulla

"The shocking to me reply was that PLzer, being a private company, couldn't be faulted for this because they are a "private" company (Are they? They sell public shares)."

AGREED, this is beyond government consumer fraud and safety requirements. Incorporating has a certain level of government protectionism, shielding the CEO and other

shareholders from liable suits of their personnel assets and certain responsibilities, not to mention corporate welfare and subsidies from the gov., aka corporatism. And if

you want to do business with the government, then you should be the highest or lowest bidder, (which ever is applicable) whether incorporated or even sole proprietor.

en.wikipedia.org/.../Corporatism

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

nateanthony

A government that is determined to keep its people from knowing the truth, censors free speech and spreads false narratives has lost all credibility and respect. It cannot be

believed or trusted anymore. Like the boy who cried wolf too many times; when the wolf does arrive, the people are not prepared and at its mercy. pixels.com/.../nate-anthony

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

mirandola

Well said! Underscore! Thank you! And also, a government which coerces and brainwashes people, does headtrips and guilt trips, is completely non-credible and clearly a

criminal act.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

brodiebrock12

UNLESS congress stops it....yeah right. Until ALL RINO's are removed who are bought and paid for nothing changes. Taxpayers always pay for the very things which threaten

their lives and freedom-liberty...literally

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Segstar

You mean CON-GRESS, i digress lol..There are a few little sparks happening though, time will tell if it'll amount to any Lre..
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wareagle82

Every day seems to bring new evidence of the new authoritarian veil that is falling across America's face, a veil that far too many people either support because it's their team

behind it or are ignorant of because they refuse to believe that any American administration could behave in this manner. The second point is understandable; no one wants to

think of their side as the bad guy and that there must be a good reason for this behavior. It's the same with the Covidians who still cling to the dogma despite the avalanche of

evidence that has emerged.

The CDC is still recommending jabs for anyone six months or older. We can demand that Congress take action all we want, but who has any faith in that happening? Or on the

off chance of some move being made, who doubts that the same evil forces will keep doing what they're doing but be more careful about it? These people who perpetually talk

about "our democracy" actively work to undermine its most basic principles. The people who yap endlessly about "misinformation" are its biggest purveyors. The rest of us are

left to cope with what's been created.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

debgessell

“Unless Congress puts a stop to it” After 500 contracts? Sounds already too late. Just keep saying No!

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

rrealrose

According to Sasha, most military defense dept. contracts for prototypes date back to 2014 or 2015. Worse, the same Bio-port Solutions company that produced the highly

oawed Anthrax vaccine that injured about 1 million and killed 35k servicepeople over a 17-year use, rebranded themselves into EMERGENT BIO-SOLUTIONS now producing

covid shots. Nothing changes, 30 years of laws have been edited, the system has rigged and spring-loaded to pounce on the next faked pandemic (Bird ou? Marburg?).

What a military/medical/industrial complex racket! Fascism rules today?

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

mirandola

Get rid of 90% of Congress and replace them with honest people who are Not bought off by special interests! Research who contributed which dollar amounts to every

single campaign for public o_ce. There should be a law requiring full and clearly legible disclosure of campaign funding, by which source, to whom, in which dollar

amounts, how frequently, and displayed as a footnote on Every Single Website of Every Single Politician, and tagged as footnote to Every Single Written and Verbal

Statement by Every Politician. Sounds good?

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

CryptoCoolJr

Would it be possible for every American that was censored by Twitter to Lle a class-action lawsuit against the intelligence agencies responsible? Thanks to the Twitter Lles, we

know who the culprits are. In some circumstances, families of citizens unjustly killed by police o_cers are able to sue the local government for violating their Constitutional

rights. I'm thinking this isn't possible or it would have already started. Just wondering if anyone knows.
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rrealrose

Many lawsuits Lled over the past 3 years have been dismissed without making it through to discovery phase. Have posted many times we have a Federal Justice Dept

following the whims of the Executive Branch; instead of acting as intended, as a balance-of-power or check against executive branch overreach. A better question is what

Constitutional rights are left?

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

brianallen1

See my post. No Constitution, no courts.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Johnno4

I smelt a rat in early 2020 when searching for the Plandemic movie. (Hard to believe what the makers were claiming at the time but I thought I’d check it out.) The DuckDuckGo

search engine provided a direct link in the second result from the top. Google on the other hand provided no direct link on the Lrst page, and the links they did provide all

referred to a “conspiracy theory” or a “debunked conspiracy theory.” At that point it was clear that Google had either taken it upon themselves to provide the search results they

wanted people to see, OR some external entity had leant on them to steer their search results in a certain direction.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Arlen1

I must be doing something wrong. It doesn't matter if I use Duckduckgo, Bing, or Google. I get the exact same censored search results. It should be obvious when in order to

install the DuckDuck search APP on your phone you have to use GOOGLE PLAY to get it.
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brianallen1

Try using Brave.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

grulla

...and perhaps "Startpage", https://www.startpage.com/
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Arlen1

I forget about Brave.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

LongTallTexan

there was a great article in the American Thinker on all the ways, and there are many, the democratic party is following the same plan as Hitler's NAZI party of which censorship

of the opposing party is the cornerstone. The Democrat party is the real enemy of America

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

har1272

And the Republicans are allowing it.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Tenderbud

This interview with David And Erin Clements wraps it up from the election side of things with a bow (they get into it around the 10 minute marker) :

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/03/conservative-daily-live-with-david-an..

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Uncle.Fester

Mercola: TOP STORIES FOR 03/29/2023. Emerging Dystopian Nightmare Threatens to Strangle Democracy...                      Umm, when did America become a Democracy?

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

brianallen1

1870.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

lennyschafer

It's not a swamp. It's an ocean.
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Zeke_Wolf

The deLnitive proof, which cannot be disputed, is that this 'plandemic' is staged and all WHO member states know that it is a hoax! The trade statistics from the World

Integrated Trade Solution show that the trade in COVID-19 Test Kits, Instruments and apparatus used in Diagnostic Testing had a turnover of over 436 billion USD with a total

weight of over 2,355,000 Tons in the years 2017, 2018 and 2019. Buying Test *** for a virus that did not o_cially exist before the end of 2019 or the beginning of 2020 is a total

impossibility, as the most fact-resistant people should understand. Responsible politicians should be prosecuted for genocide.

China and Russia have imported test kits worth over USD 18 billion and USD 15 billion, respectively, in the last year, 2022. European Union, Germany, Netherlands and

Switzerland as well as many more countries sold Test Kits for between 100,000 to 1,515,000 USD to Russia in 2022. These countries made a big deal to put Russia in blockade

and at the same time they sell PCR Test Kits to them. A game for the gallery where they sacriLce the people of Ukraine! Thanks to Dr. Joseph Mercola's article, the 10-Year

Pandemic Plan, May 21, 2022, brought this to my attention.

Posted On 03/30/2023

 

Jhaden

We all need to be paying attention to the RESTRICT Act. Congress is calling it a ban on TikTok, but it is much more than that. There will be a penalty for citizens who use a VPN

to use any app the US government deems a threat to national safety. It certainly appears to give the US government permission to spy on its own citizens (yeah, I know they

already do). Look it up and contact your representation.

Posted On 03/30/2023

 

dusty35

biden trying to bail out moderna ,, Lnd out how many moderna shares he has, or how much they were donating to dems

Posted On 03/30/2023

 

rco94872

To BrianAllen1 You are right about the US being a corporation. The corporation went broke in 1934 and reorganized into another corporation. The bankruptcy was sent off shore

to Puerto Rico and therefore falls under maritime law which is very different than civil law. If you look at the oag in a courtroom and it has a twisted braid around the edge of the

US oag you are in a maritime law court. It may not be relevant here but the constitution prohibits a corporation from Lelding an army and from levying taxes. As a corporation

there is stock involved and the last I read it is owned by the alleged royal family of England. The real king of England lives in Australia. Please feel free to correct any of this

since it has been some time since I studied all of this.

Posted On 03/30/2023

 

kibitzer3

Another excellent article on this subject; thanks for it. I never thought that I would see the day that things would get this bad in this country, with its hard-won fundamental

principles. Wrongthink and all in the U.S.A.??! But both Mammon and Ideology have taken over, to the point that we apparently need the U.S. military, in honoring their oath, to

help now save the day. And especially with the Fifth Column in the country, in the form of both domestic players in this Drama and the foreign players that have been allowed to

inLltrate into our midst by TPTB.

Not only from Central and South American countries; but a Red Chinese invasion. Who need to be reminded, to 'Remember the Flying Tigers. And don't dishonor your ancestors.'

But let's see how this whole Drama plays out, and if this generation of Americans can rise fully to the occasion. Which is the Big One. From here, is 'a thousand years of peace'.

Or a rapid descent into a disgusting darkness. Take your pick, America. And for the world as a whole.
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Barbara Charis

"When shall all men's good, be each man's rule...." Alfred Lord Tennyson. The world has shifted far off center. Truth is branded as 'misinformation" - and Lies are acclaimed as

the Truth. These miscreants who have done/ and are still doing this don't seem to care - and are trampling the rights of all Americans. It is mindboggling to see, so many sitting

there watching it happen...like all this is a show on TV. It took about sixty years of processed, nutrient-poor food, legal medical drugs and vaccines to produce this nation of

non-thinking couch potatoes. How come future doctors weren't taught anything in med schools about the nutrient needs of the human body and brain; or how the bloodstream

carries drugs or vaccines throughout the body and how they are deadly to the brain?

I was appalled to Lnd out that many doctors knew so little about the actual needs of the human body. People think doctors who perform transplants are geniuses. However

really intelligent doctors would have taught their patients how to stay well and not get to the place where they needed serious surgery. The word doctor comes from the Latin

word docere which means to teach. This is what doctors were supposed to do... teach their patients how to stay well. The ancient Chinese knew this. They paid their doctors to

keep them well. If they got sick, their doctors treated them free of charge.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

NewlandsWanderer

AN ANTHEM FOR JUSTICE: - MISTAKES WERE NOT MADE!!! _ Poem: by @MargaretAnnaAl1 Read by: Dr Tess Lawrie @lawrie_dr Video: @MediaRival

twitter.com/.../1640018741554708481

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

mer19113

And Americans think Russia is the boogeyman...

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

fundamentalassumptions

Oh, they're implicated, too. And will be sifted & sorted, just like Americans who had the most access & blessing by God's preserved word for these last days, the King James

Bible, once Great Britain fell back to Rome like a big fat rotten plum w/ the Revision, then put the coup d' grace to it by breaking promises&double-crossing the Jews w/

regard to His Land:Empire the sun never set upon gone in a generation. God is no preferer of men, or nations. Scythians come up in Colossians 3:11 KJB,& that chapter

context showing the word of God in one's language& so early as they did was great blessing/responsibility, as Pudens,Linus& Claudia brought it to Brittania: they're among

the targets& will be sorted of God, not men, as all the rest, God truly knowing his own& commanding HIS people to 'sort' by reasoning& preaching his word& Gospel, in the

light, NOT in mystical occult darkness,or mass murder 'cleansing',as every other cult of men& devils serving the father of lies who brought the temptation& curse of death

here, working thru the weaker vessel, in the 1st place.

It was then reinforced by Cyril who paid w/ his own blood (recalled to Rome, dying 'mysteriously', Methodius 'seeing the light', returning w/ Roman overseers tasked

w/'damage control light dimming': but not everyone is a false convert& there were still corners of the world to run to [tho, of course, they're all 'Arians'& 'manicheans' now, or

'witches' in the completing {&foretold} deceiving 'transformation', falling away: & who can sort them all surely,truly& historically now w/ so much purposely

destroyed,'disappeared' or slimed?

At least until the Judgment:& a born again, new man saint will always know the difference of what he was in the world& its craft before Christ according to the scriptures,

needing no 'conciliar certiLcation' of the MYSTERY society sorting apparatus,& whose mother is Jerusalem above {Gal 4:26 KJB -choose which spirit [4]& your 1st

love[twice 13] carefully,as well as your 'Mama']).
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deepdance1hotmail.com

It can, and did happen here.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

pjmauigirl

Is this suprising to anyone? Its been going on for decades and now made very public. We do have choice, we can just say NO to participating. Life was just Lne without the

internet and social media.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

CDBevis

The truth is censorship has always existed. Rulers rule by control. It was easier to control when there was only a handful of news sources. So my contribution is this: Healing

happens on a personal level through Love and Acceptance and Relaxation and then we make better choices. The same will be true on the societal level. We only need a critical

mass of empowered people healing and making better choices.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

pjmauigirl

Couldn't agree more with this. Most of what we fear or get angry over is conceptual in nature and ampliLed over and over in the media until our minds and souls are

hijacked. Our work now is to nurture the good and true in the face of insanity.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

dgt4837

Our world is now a frightening place. Enormous fears cripple and corrupt many people. My article provides methods for turning fear into a powerful force for improving your life

and the lives of others.  CAN YODA'S WISDOM HELP US HANDLE OUR FEARS SO WE CAN FIGHT OFF THE EVIL COVID-19 MENACE?

tipon.substack.com/.../can-yodas-wisdom-help-us-handle-our

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

ElectionFraudInvestigator

The same thing is going now with the US provoked war in Ukraine, the fraud of the 2020 US presidential election, Joe Biden's actual vote count, and the absurdity of C02 related

climate change. C02 is plant food, and an abundance of plants creates oxygen.

Posted On 03/29/2023
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Eevee

This is an own goal, the more they do this, the more people will become suspicious of their motives... when their comments aren't posted or deleted they will ask more and

more why...and just Lnd other ways of communicating... it's just like squeezing a balloon, dialogue will expand and develop in another form in another way in another place...

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

brodiebrock12

One has to WONDER just how the average Dem voter still votes those in who support all of this regardless just because of the Trump Derangement Syndrome

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Arlen1

Bidum has like a 36% approval rating. I want to know who that 36% is. What moron thinks anything he has done is good?

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Segstar

Brandon still has 36% approval rate? I wonder if that is an indication of intelligence, OR is it just the attachment factor, OR is it a combination of BOTH??

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

jhy7142

Arlen1 remember they like showing their satanic numbers  36 is the old 666 you will see the number 3 and 13   322 . The numbers are not satanic of course but they like to

shove them in your face every chance they can .

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

kfa6931

I'm really concerned about the censorship still going on, and the lock step that the general public is displaying. I've lost friends over this jab. I WILL NOT take it. Ever. Nor any

other vaccine any longer. My boyfriend took the J&J jab and then the booster, ended up in the hospital with acute pancreatitis. Almost died.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

bfr27915

For you can Lght against evil. Evil gives people a queasy feeling in the stomach. As Bonhoeffer continued, “evil carries with itself the seeds of its own destruction.” To prevent

willful malice, you can always erect barriers to stop its spread. Against stupidity you are defenseless. "Bonhoeffer’s Theory of Stupidity Explains The World Perfectly"

medium.com/lessons-from-history/bonhoeffers-theory-of-stupidity-explai..
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jhy7142

Bonhoeffer was a fraud and a traitor to his country . He had many people he could have gone after with the notion of evil people . For example what did he say of{ Lenin} not

his real name or{ Stalin} not his real name or{ Trotsky} not his real name . Why did they change their names to sound Russian when they were jews . It makes sense when

the evil they dealt the Russian people from their Bolshevik Revolution would have blown their cover . These same creatures were able to enter Germany after they

surrendered in a war they were winning . Once they were in Germany was raped both Literally and Figuratively of all that was good and of values especially morals and

decency . The rest is our History of the present .

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Quiligence

There will be no reckoning. This is all perfectly legal. When Obama signed the bill rescinding the ban on domestic propaganda, the pundits scoffed at any suggestion that it

could become dangerous. Well, here we are now. Our government is unilaterally deciding what is and isn't truth. And we have no recourse in the matter. Whatever the

government bureaucrats decide is true is gospel. The only solace we can take is that as this entire episode of history unravels, their actions will do more to promote vaccine

hesitancy than any private group has ever accomplished. Something else, Orwell's 1984 can be interpreted to suggest that total information control can become permanent.

Don't forget, that's Lction. No matter what our "betters" think, narrative control is impossible. It's just an absurd game of whack-a-mole. And, as we can now appreciate, all of

their lofty propaganda goals are nothing but CYA for corrupt-to-the-core individuals, businesses, and institutions. Our problem as free-thinking citizens is that when the

propaganda fails to accomplish the control they're after, all totalitarians advance to force. However, even brutality has its limits. The problem for Americans is the pain and

suffering they will cause in attempting to achieve their "perfect" state.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

JGW1950

Is there such a thing as a free speech candidate? The only difference that I can see between the Democrats and the Republicans is that the Democrats censor in secret whereas

someone like DeSantis censors openly and ridiculously. If he becomes president, our kids won't see great art, and women will have to sneak over the border to "backward"

Mexico to obtain health care.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

Sanbruno69

Lol. I get ALL of my healthcare in land of the Free.....Mexico!!! Have not seen an American doctor since 2003. Healthcare providers in USA want a customer for life. Mexican

doctors want to cure their paranoid hope they only see them at the movies or the beach!! VIVA MEXICO

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

grulla

Hello "Sanbruno", ...and also keep Monsanto et al out of Mexico as well. I hope Mexico makes a solid organic agriculture commitment like Russia.

yugagro.org/en/media/news/2018/august/29/heres-how-russia-is-planning-..   ~~~  journal-neo.org/2016/04/21/now-russia-makes-an-organic-revolution/
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ElectionFraudInvestigator

Neither major party represents me, and 3rd party candidates like Jill Stein can't be trusted. People need to be extremely wary of "Ranked Choice Voting."  It 's certain to

insure election fraud since no one will be able to Lgure out how the votes were counted.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

otis101

Bottom line, as the accountant says. Difference between Democrats and Republicans are in the spelling of the two words.

Posted On 03/29/2023

 

grulla

"San Bruno", also this Organic Consumer Association article just arrived that you and others would probably Lnd of interest about organic growing in Mexico.

organicconsumers.org/u-s-pushes-back-against-mexicos-ban-of-gmo-corn-i..

Posted On 03/30/2023
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